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Abstract. The evolution of intelligent behaviour makes us compassion-
ate towards those with whom we share some aspects of identity. But
evolution also makes us competitive towards our peers and others as a
part of the general striving to identify and preserve through replication
the strategies most likely to benefit life in the future. Robots are how-
ever not evolved by nature but rather designed by humans for our own
benefit. An ecological understanding of the roles of both compassion and
dominance in human well being can guide us towards appropriate and
ethical social behaviour requirements for companion robots.

This submission is written partly to address the following claim from the call
for papers:

Recent studies of compassion argue that in human-human interaction ac-
tual compassion exists, which is not inherently motivated by self-interest.
This research suggests that compassion is based on reciprocity and syn-
chronisation and is rooted in our brain and biology as well as in our
socialisation and culture.

While there can be no doubt that “actual compassion exists” and that indi-
viduals of many species (even microbia) behave in ways that benefit others over
themselves, the fact remains that evolution is ultimately the sole mechanism for
generating behaviour in nature, and it does so for ultimately “selfish” reasons: to
benefit the replication of the instructions that generated the agent that has power
to act (Dawkins, 1976; Hughes et al., 2008; Rankin et al., 2010). For humans (at
a minimum) these instructions come from two interdependent representations:
our biological and our cultural inheritance (Bryson, 2008). As a highly social
species—that is, a species whose survival strategies are highly dependent on in-
teractions with others—we have many biological and cultural predispositions for
integrating with and supporting our communities. At the same time, we also
have both cultural and biological predispositions for directing care to ourselves



and our close relatives. Indeed without such care we would not be in a position
to help others. Any investment in one public good comes at a cost not only to the
individual but to any other possible public goods they could have invested in.
Understanding how societies and individuals balance such needs is a fascinating
area of study, and one likely to be increasingly useful as so long as humanity
faces the increasing rate of change brought on by its increasing numbers and
power to alter our environment.

The idea that our relationship to caregiving robots should be based on reci-
procity is both logical and extremely problematic. It is logical because evolved
social behaviour appears to be based on reciprocity (Taylor and Bryson, 2013).
Consequently, this is the obvious model for artificial social behaviour. However
it is problematic because it assumes that we can reciprocate with robots—that
we have something that we believe they want. This in turn implies either that we
have chosen to build artefacts that suffer if we neglect them, or that we falsely
coerce the users of our robots to believe we have done so. Either situation is
unethical, and both involve coercing our users unnecessarily. We are ethically
obliged to create robots to which we have no ethical obligation, and to let our
users know that we have (Bryson, 2000, 2010; Boden et al., 2011).

There are, in short, some things about evolved sociality that we can avoid
in designed sociality. This is not to say that it is bad for humans to be obliged
to each other or to other animals. Our evolved sociality is a basic fact of our
nature, which is not to say that “is implies ought”, but it is at least a pragmatic
recognition of the fact that our system of ethics has evolved and been constructed
around such requirements. But with robots we can avoid both the experience
and the appearance of suffering, at least where these come as a consequence of
social exchange. Physical degradation may always be a practical concern, but a
mass-produced robot with constantly backed-up dynamic state (memory) should
not require significant fear or avoidance of damage. A robot as a learning system
may be rewarded for seeking novelty, but it does not need to also be frustrated
and motivated for increasingly desperate acts if no new stimulus is to be found.

Most importantly for the context of human-robot interaction, there is no
reason for a robot to seek social dominance. This stands in contrast with hu-
mans and other social animals, where dominance can be an indication of fitness
that tracks environmental change more rapidly and accurately than many other
stress indicators. Biological evolution works by identifying the fittest individuals
and increasing their probability of reproduction. This is done “automatically”
after any social competition — the winner becomes stronger and the loser more
inhibited (Hofmann et al., 1999; Hofmann and Fernald, 2001; Hemelrijk et al.,
2008), thus not only reenforcing the outcome of the contest but also changing
the probability of reproduction of both contestants. Culturally, similar biases are
also hypothesised, as in the concept of prestige bias, believed to be one means
by which ideas are spread differentially. Behaviours expressed by prestigious (so-
cially dominant) individuals are more likely to be imitated by others (Horner
et al., 2010; Chudek et al., 2011).



The hidden implication here is that the reported health benefits of pet own-
ership may partly be a consequence of the owners’ dominance relationship to
their pets. This would explain the suggested data that dog ownership drives the
positive benefits normally ascribed to pets more generally (Headey and Grabka,
2007; Rijken and Beek, 2011 though see Parslow et al., 2005). For this reason, if
anything, robots should strive to be subordinate rather than dominant, at least
in their social signalling if not in their degradation. Reciprocation then is again
the wrong model. The robots should aim to serve, with true selflessness, rather
than with any expectation of or desire for benefit. This is one of the advan-
tages we can give society through artificial intelligence, the benefit of guiltless
superordinance.
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